1. RECENT EVENTS
Happy New Year! We hope everyone enjoyed the break. We want to thank our volunteers Vicente O, Clara S and David S who have volunteered to carry out a graphene workshop at Bury Grammar. School visits allow us to show younger students what our exciting research is about and we hope to inspire them to pursue science in the future. This will be the CDT’s first visit to the school and we wish the volunteers a great experience.

2. OPPORTUNITIES
A reminder that we still need two more volunteers to produce short videos with the FSE digital marketing team. The videos will be about your individual PhD journey/project and will be used on the CDT website and social media. Thank you to Rob M, Josh W and Eliott H who have volunteered so far. We want to highlight the diversity in projects and people we have on the CDT so please get into contact if you are interested.

3. UPCOMING
British Science Week in March is soon approaching. The University of Manchester has a large scale outreach event which we will be recruiting volunteers to help on Tues 12- Fri 15th March. We will release the call for volunteers, including the available time slots in the next few weeks.

If you have a new outreach idea or suggestion, please let us know so we can discuss about feasibility and funding for it.
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Academic Representatives:
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Dropbox: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/zd70mh4qwrsgj37/AAA0KZSd3wzkWsjFAPCN1J3Ka?dl=0